Scanning the Issue
Engineering Research Centers: Goals and Results

I.

Co. I The ERC Program began operation in the same year.

DRIVING FORCES FOR TIlE ERC PROGRAM

The Engineering Research Centers (ERC) Program was
created in 1985 to meet a national need to improve e n
gineering research and education, focusing them more
directly on speeding the contribution of engineering re
search to industry and enhancing the ability of engineering
graduates to contribute to the industrial competitiveness of

the United States. At that time, the nation'S engineering
leadership had come to realize that while U.S. engineering
faculty had made great strides in basing modem engineering
on advanced scientific knowledge and the latest laboratory

II.

GOALS AND PEAWRES OF ERC's

The goal of the Engineering Research Centers Program
is to couple and focus engineering and scientific disciplines
on technological systems compe titiveness of U.S. industty.

The Program establishes major centers involving a three
way partnership among academia, industry, and the Federal
and State levels of go vernment.
All ERC's share the following key features:
•

and computational tools. sufficient emphasis had not been

nological advance in an engineering system critical to

placed on the contributions that knowledge could make
to technological advancement. Nor had there been appro

U.S. industrial c ompe titi veness.
•

priate focus on design and manufacturing to keep pace

A strate gic research plan focused of critical advances
in knowledge, tools, and te chnologies needed to fulfill

with increasingly sophisticated industrial rivals around the
world.

A clear and coherent vision of a next-generation tech

the vision of the center.
•

A cross-disciplinary team of engineers and scientists.

A good deal of engineering research in academe had

involved in work that spans the research spectrum from

come to be modeled after the reductionist approach of

analysis and synthesis. through design and processing.
to proof-of-concept experimentation in testbeds.

the sciences and engineering science. While engineeri ng
science is vital to the health of engineering, the research

•

education programs to focus the ERC o n long-term.

foundations upon which engineering and technological ad

generic needs of the industry, while at the same time

vances are based cannot stop with discovery and analysis,
which

are

improving the transf er of knowledge and technological

the research paradigms fundamental to science. In

advances t o industrial and other users.

order to advance t echnology and manufacturing processes,
engineering research must take on the additional dimensions

•

teams focused on technological systems with exposure

advance technology and engineering systems.
neering schools were to immersed in th e si ngle-discipline

to industrial views.
•

systems. New entrants had to be taught how to work in
teams and how to depend upon the paradigms of other
research disciplines needed

to

make incremental advances

i n production systems and develop new products.
1bese trends were the driving forces that led to the
creation of the Engineering Research Centers Program. The

Development of curricular and course-material ad
vances based on the unique perspective of the ERC,

focus of their professors, unfamiliar with technology and
the integrative approaches needed to advance tech nologic al

An educational program involving significant numbers
of graduate and undergraduate students in research

of synthesi s and integration needed to understand and
In addition, industrY had found that graduates from engi

I nvolvement of industry in the planning, research, and

focused on students and practitioners.
•

Major or speciali zed

experimental capabilities sup 

paned by a la rg e-sc ale contemporary instrumentation
and laboratory infrastructure.

These key features provide the ERC's with complex
chall en g es but each is free to experiment with different
means to meet these challenges. In collaboration with

i ndu stry , the ERC's are buil ding a new intellectual culture

major goals for the program were developed in 1984 by
a National Academy of Engineering panel of engineering

leaders from industry and academe chaired by Dale Comp
ton then a Vice President for Research with the Ford Motor

1 w. Dale
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National Academy of

The ERC Program staff consl(1erro nils Challenge an(1

across the disciplines to advance engineering research,

initiated a requirement for the ERC's to develop strate

education, and technology .
NSF's support per year ranges from $1,900,000 to

gic research plans to focus their research programs on

S3,300.000. These funds are leveraged, on average by
a factor of two from non-NSF sources. NSF p rovides
30% of the ERCs' annual support, while industry provides
another 30%, and the remainder comes from other federal
agencies. the states, and the universities. An important
factor for the success of a center is to have support from
the university that provid es the space and facilities and
promotes policies which will facilitate cross-disciplinary
collaboration and reward interdisciplinary. team research
focused on knowledge and technological advancement.
NSF's support for an ERC has a potential life span
of I 1 years. depending on the quality of its strategic
plans and resulting progress over time. ERCs are free to

knowledge and technological advances. the research-based
"deliverables" of an ERC. The strategic plans are developed
in collaboration with the industrial advisors to the ERC's.
They are a major innovation in academic research .
Traditionally, research projects originated from avenues
of inquiry generated by individual investigators

or

in re

sponse to a partic u lar problem posed by an industrial
sponsor. In contrast, the strategic plans put a f undamental
new twist on a research program directing it to Wstrate
gic" knowledge creation. They focus on long-term ad

vances, plan for intermediate demonstrations of concepts
in experimental testbeds to e xplore ideas along the way.

and serve as road maps for identifying and integrating

compete for support beyond II years in any announce d

projects necessary to move toward the needed ad vances.

ERe competition. The ERe Program has a system of

The strategic plans involve a combination of science or

oversight and evaluation that consists of annual reports and

knowledge-driven and technology-driven research. They

reviews of progress and plans. In addition, in the third and

are fle xible and evolutionary a llowing industry and academe

sixth year of operation, an ERC faces a major evaluation

to explore technological options, with the luxury of the

of its progress and plans. If the ERC is not performing at

possibility of success and failure. Both avenues lead to

a high level. it is phased out over a two-year period.

greater understanding of needed advances.

The program has initiated 21 ERC's since 1985; there
are currently 18 ERe·s. since three were phased out
as a result of their third-year evaluations. The total
budget for the program in NY 1992 is $47,300,000.

B. Engineering Systems

The current set of centers focuses on deSign and man
ufacturing, materials processing for manuf acturing. opto
electronics/microelectronics/telecommunications,

biotech

nologylbioengineering, energy and resource recover. and
the civil infrastructure.2
III.

Another critical component of ERC's, which sets these
centers apart from otbers. is their focus on engineering
systems. ERC's are unique in this dimension because their
scope and cross-disciplinary nature affords them the ability
to tackle an engineering system

as

a whole, rather than

the bits and pieces of disciplinary inquiry that make up
much of research in academe. Systems integrate com

INNOVATIONS RESULTING FROM THE ERC CHALLENGE

The ERC concept provides a major challenge to uni
versities and industry. The difficult task of setting up a

center takes about three years and it takes six or more
years to attain full momentum and productivity. The centers
have had to develop many creative approaches to research

management. education. and technology transfer to meet
these challenges.

ponents to serve a processing function or product need.

Some of the engineering systems that are being explored
in the current set of ERC's include a Imowledge-based

design modeling system for rapid prototyping; a wi de-band
optical telecommunications network that integrates signal
transmission control system with voice. data, and image
presentation systems, a deep-ocean tension-leg platform
for offshore recovery of oil in deep water; and next
generation magnetic or magneto-optic data storage systems
that optimize head/media interface to achieve higher rates

A. Strategic Planning

of data storage.

One i nnovation. strategic planning for targeted funda
mental research, arose from concerns raised to the ERC
Program management at NSF by the industrial advisors to
the individual ERe's were beginning to look like collec
tions of projects. Integrating the projects and focusing them
on common goals was harder to achieve in an academic
environment than was realized.
Industry posed the following challenge to the management of the program:
"What are the ERC's going to deliver? Students and
papers? We can already get that with the way we

fund research now. The ERC's have to be focused
on 'deliverables'."

C. Research Testbeds
Demonstration

engineering

concepts

in

research

along the R&D continuum from analysis through synthesis
to integration in

an

experimental demonstration

of a

concept Engineering is an integrative effort and it needs
to be focused on manifestation of systems in testbeds
to determine their feasibility and utility. In the ERC's,

these testbeds range from the multichamber process module
cluster in which multiple processing steps are carried out

in Situ, w ith low thermal budget single-wafer processing
techniques at the ERC for Advanced Electronic Materials

lThe individual cente� ure listed at the end of this introduction.

Processing at North Carolina State University. to the Quick

4
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testbeds is critical to ERC's as they move the work
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Turnaround Cell at the Purdue Intelligent Manufacturing
S ystems ERe. which integrates design. machining• and
.

inspection in a manufacturing cell developed for flexIble.
small-batch manufacturing.

sectors. industrial sponsors become "advocates" for new
developments based on their experience in the centers, and

graduates of the centers move into positions in industry
where they can demonstrate their unique experience with
engineering systems. Industry hires ERC graduates to bring
the new perspective into their firms.

IV. INOUS'TRIAL INVOLEMENT AND
TEcHNOLOGY TRANSfER
Industry is actively involved in the ERC·s. In 1991. over
480 firms secured a total of almost 700 memberships in
the set of 18 ERe's; to firms hold memberships in more
than one ERC. Thirty percent are small business and 13%
are

foreign owned. All the firms provide 30% of the total

suppon of the ERC's.
The ERC's have developed a wide range of activities to
meet tht; challenge of involving industry in their research

and education programs in order to speed the transfer of
advances to industry and to improve the next generation
of practicing engineers. Central to the concept of an ERC
is the concept of integrating industrial views in planning,
research. and education. This is technology transfer, though
not in a sense of a "handofr' to industry of an advance
made by academics. Rather, it is more interactive. where
faculty. students. and industrial personnel work together
over a long period of time, both expanding and shaping
their views of research and technology based on the views

and perspectives of the others. The ERC's gain input from
their industrial partners to help shape their strategic plans
based on industrial views of generic problems driving
industrial research and technological advancement. Industry

brings real-world problems and processing and manufactur
ing constraints. Industrial firms gain a longer term view
of possibilities based on research supported by a cadre

of students and faculty working in teams. supported by
individual work. that spans the disciplinary paradigms.
Advances made in an ERC pass through various theoret
ical and experimental phases. ranging from exploration of
potential, to technical feasibility demonstration in a testbed.
Some advances are moved along further through focused
joint projects supported by one firm or a consortia of firms
to test and explore the concept. moving them even closer
to development. Once an idea moves near entry into the
proprietary realm of a firm's process or products. it is the
time for industry to pick up the responsibility.
A very important means of technolog y transfer is the
informal and frequent interaction of people from the two
sectors. Most of the centers have industrial residence pro
grams that involve industrial personnel in the research and
education programs of the center for extended periods.
ranging from a few weeks or months to several years. These

individuals work cooperatively with faculty and students in
research. they mentor students. develop special courses or
design or competitions, and teach. In other cases, center
faculty members and students work on-site at industrial

re search facilities for

a day. a week. or a summer.

It is this day-to-day involvement of individuals from

industry and academe that is the most effective means
of technology transfer. Ideas move quickly across the
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The centers have moved a wide range of advances to use
in industry. This transfer is in the form of either hardware
or software. Examples of ERC-developed hardware include
photonic disk. drives and switches, an implantable cardiac
defibrillator. a new type of scanning tunneling electron
microscope. a bridge corrosion monitoring device, an en
vironmentally friendly polyurethane foam. instruments for

monitoring biofouling, and a new system for implanting
a protective ion coating on material surfaces. Software
products include many expert systems. models. and algo
rithms to improve processes and operations in fields ranging
from combustion. to intelligent manufacturing. to inte
grated circuit design and manufacturing, and optoelectronic
telecommunications.3

V.

EDUCATION

The educational dimension of the ERC's was designed
to integrate research and education, involve undergraduate
as well as graduate students in research, and expose these
students to industrial views. cross-disciplinary teamwork.
and engineering systems.
By design, the ERC's involve both undergraduate and
graduate students. At the time of the initiation of the
program, the idea of involving undergraduate students in
research was considered an innovation. The purpose was
to expose these students to the excitement of research and
to involve them with industry. In this way, whether they
choose to go 10 work in industry after the undergraduate
degree. as many do in engineering. or choose to continue
on 10 graduate studies. they would have the benefit of
cross-disciplinary teamwork in collaboration with industry.

These undergraduate students have proven so capable and
productive that the faculty now encourage their involve
ment in the centers. One ERC, the Center for Interfacial
Engineeri!1g at the University of Minnesota, developed an
innovalive program through which undergraduates carry out
research projects on-site at small businesses. Over the years,
we have seen that the ERe undergraduate students gain
insights into the world of research and industry that help
them make more effective career choices and contribute

more effectively wherever they choose to go.
The unique feature of an ERC education for graduate

students is that it enables them to work on the engineer
ing systems and testbeds where they learn the integrative
aspects of engineering. necessary in engineering practice;
and they learn to depend on the work of their teammates
in order to complete a project. Many of these students
work freely across the disciplines. readily drawing on the
expenise of faculty and students from a wide range of
] Highlights of �nginuring R�.<eQrch Cenr�rJ Technology Transfer, En
gineering Centers Division. National Science Foundalion. NSF 92-6.

,

fields. S tudents an: ex posed to industrial view of research

centers, focused on strategic knowledge creation, leading

lbrough their i nvolve ment with industrial residents, on-site

their in du strial mentors, etc.
The ERC program was designed to prov ide this type of
experience for studen ts in order to improve their effective

to innovations in technology and education, and producing
students and f aculty cap able of leading the cou ntly in its
quest for increased competitiveness.
The papers that follow in this special issue are specific
examples of how these challenges an: being met in the

ness in industry and bring them up to speed more quickly.

centers that focus on the electronic and optoelectronic

The industrial sponsors of the ERC's indicate that they fin d

industries.

research in forms, presen tations to industrial visitors, and

these features of ERC students especially valuable.
ERC's have also taken the lead to de velop innovations in
e ngineering cunicula based on their unique environments.
The Biotechnol ogy Process Engi neeri ng Center at MIT has
initiated an i nterdepartmen tal biotechnology Ph.D. program
which draws students from disciplinary degree programs in

biology, chemistry, and chemical engineering to train them

The following is a list and a brief description of all
the current Eng ineerin g Research Centers. Those described

more fully in the papers in this i ssue

an: so

noted.

Engineering Resean:h Centers Currently
Supported by NSF:

in aspects of biotechnology and bioprocess engineering.

Advanced Manufacturing Design and Systems

Other spec ial degree pr ograms an: an in dustri ally oriented

•

MS program in Sy stem s Engin eering at lbe Univ ersi ty
of MarylandIHarvard University's Systems ERC,

an

University.

MS

The research program of the center is focu sed on

program in Manufacturing at Purdue University introduced

advanced design methodologies to drastically reduce

from the experiences gained from the Intelligent Manufac

the de si gn -to product cycle and to build f1exible,

turing Systems ERC at Purdue University

doma in-i nde pendent des ig n environments to integrate

Finally, since industry and the N ation are concerned lbat

q uant ita tiv e and qualitative methods for design opti

the engineering profession broaden its base of participants

mization. The research program is organized into three

to include more women, members of e thnic and racial

"laboratories": De sign for Manufacturing, Synthesis.

groups currently underrepresented, and persons with dis

and Design Systems. Director: Friedrich B. (Fritz)

abilities in engineering, the ERC's have developed outreach

Prinz. Tel eph on e : 4]2-268-3372. The research of thi s

programs wilb other schools to expand the exposure of these
groups to e ng ineering .

Engineering Design Research at Carnegie"Mellon

center is described in the first paper in this issue.
•

Systems Resean:h a t the University of Maryland and

Harvard University.
VI.

The research program of the center is focused on

CENTER DIRECfORS-A NEW CADRE OF

in tegratin g design of advanced and complex automa

ACADEMIC RESEARCH MANAGERS

tion and i nform ation systems. The goal is to create a

Over the years, the leade rship and management chal

computer-aided design environment that can achieve

lenges posed by lbe ERC concept hav e produced a ne w type

complete in teg rat ion from conceptual de velopment to

of academic .research manager. There is a new cadre of fac

technology selection, hardware implementation, testing

u]ty with a long-term vis ion for the interface of research and
technology, capable of strategic research plannin g, who an:

and vali dation . The research thrusts

Direc tor : Steven I. Marcus. Telephon e : 30 1-405-7589

to focus their work along lbe research continuum from basic
•

Computatlona] Field Slmu]ation at Mississippi State
University.

They also have shown that the integration of research and

The research progr am at the center is focused on

education strengthens the student and the fac ulty. They

im proved de sign tools for simulating the response

have created research an d educational environment in which
a new generation of faculty is growing to professional
maturity, c apabl e of working on engineering systems with

of e ng ineered systems in their physical surroundings,

concentrating on fluid flow, heat and mass transf er ,
and electromagnetics. essential in many e nginee red ap

i ndustry.
VII.

in tell ige nt

ufacturing systems, and systems integration. Center

age large, complelt c ross-discipl in ary teams of individuals
inquiry to experimental testing in proof-of-concept testbeds.

are:

servo-mechanisms, chemical process systems, man

experienced in collaborating with industry. They can man

plications including engines, aircraft, ships processing

systems, and oil exploration. The research thrusts are:
solution algori thms , grid generation, scientific visual

SUMMARY

In the eight years si nce the inception of the ERC Program,

ization. system softwan:, computer architecture, and

it has been demonstrated that it is possible to de velop

rapid protot ypin g . Center Director: Joe F. Thompson.

centers that meet the challengi ng and innovative concepts

Telephon e : 601-325-3560

in research and education encompassed by the program's

•

Net Shape Manufacturing at th e Ohio State Univer

goals. These centers have worked in collaborat ion with
industry to make the ERC concept a dynamic and evolu tion
ary response to the needs of in du stry and the co unt ry. They

The research program of the center focuses on cost

provide the country with a small set of highly i nnovati ve

the stages of manufacturing from engineering mate-

6
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rials to finished or near-finished dimensions by melt

•

devices. and instruments for cardiac interventional sys

processing. shaping f rom po wder, formin g from sheet,

tems and cardiovascular imaging systems. The research

and fonning from billet. The research thrusts are: de.
sign and manufacturing, billet fonning, sheet fonning,
polymer processing. and die casting. Center Director:
Taylan Altan. Telephone: 614-292-5063
Intelligent Manuracturing Systems at Purdue Uni
versity.

thrusts are: antiarrhythmic systems, real time 3-D

ultrasonic imagin g. magnetic resonance microscopy,
and sensors and stents. Telephone: 9 1 9-660- 5137. The

research of this center is described in the fifth paper
in this issue.
Biotechnology Process Engineerine at the Massachu

The research program of the center focuses on discrete

setts Institute of Technalogy
The research program of the center is focused on

manufacturing systems with the capability to respond

i ntegrating the life sciences. chemistry and engineering

quickly and correctly to changing requirements. The
research thrusts

are:

process models, design tools and

to produce advanced manufacturing technologies. The

integrated systems. Center Director: James J. Solberg.

research thrusts

Telephone: 317-494-7715. The research of this center

ples in protein production and process engineering and

is described in the second paper i n this issue.

science in therape utic protei n pu rification. Center Di

Interfadal Engineering at the University 0/ Min

•

The research program of the center is focused

The research program of the cen ter is focused on

on

understanding and contr olling the growth and adhe
sion of microscopic organis ms to the infrastructure of
various systems. such as water treatment. oil refini ng.
heating and cooling systems, food proce ssing. etc. The

molecular interactions at the interface or boundary
between two materials. The research thrus ts

processing,

coating

processes ,

are:

polymer

microstructures, surfactancy and self-assembly pro

research thrusts

cesses, and biomedical interfacial engi neering. Center

p henomena. instrumentation and process co ntrol. and
mode ling and information managem ent. Actin g Center
Director: John Sears. Telep hone: 4�994-4770.

Carolina Institutions
on

developing multichamber process modu le clusters and

•

to demonstrate their advantage for automated single

Construction and InCrastruc:ture

wafer processing over conventional processi ng tech
niques. The research thrusts are: modul e development
and system integration, plasma processing, thennal and
optical processing. materials analysis and characteriza
ti on. and dev i ce developm en t. Center Director: Nino

•

Advanced Technology for Large Structural Systems

at Lehigh University
The research program of the center is focused on
the design. construction and service perfonnance of
large structural systems. The research thrusts are: in

Masnari. Telephone : 919-515-3001. The re search of

service monitoring and control technol ogy, durabil

this center is described in the third paper in this issue.

ityllongevi ty of infrastructure, knowledge of complete

Plasma-Aided Manufacturing at the University 0/

structural systems. connections, automated construc

Wisconsin-Madison and the University of Minnesota

tion tools. systems methodology for design, and com

The research program of the center is focused on

puter i ntegration of design and construction. Center

explorin g new plasma processes that produce advanc ed

Director: John W. Fisher. Telephone: 217-333-3097

materials and products of importance to manufacturing
and generating fundamental control strategies that can

be utilized for manufacturing. The research thrusts
are:

Energy and Resources Recovery
•

Advanced Combustion Engineering Research at
BrigMm Young University and the University of Utah.

plasma etching and microwave processing. plasma

The research program of the center is focused on

deposition and polymerization. p lasma synthesis, sin
terin g. and spraying of high-technology ceramics and

de velo ping advanced combustion control technologies
that lead to imp roved combustion or conversion

refractory materials, and plasma modification of ma

processes. 1be research thrusts are: fuel structure
and reaction mechanisms, fuel minerals, fouling

terials. Center Director: 1. Leon Shohet. Telephone:

608-262-1191. The research of this center is described

and slagging, pollution fonnation and control and

in the fourth paper in this issue.

hazardous-waste incineration. turbulent, reacting fluid

BioteehnologylBioengineering
•

transport and i nterfacial trans

transfer. extracel\ular chemical and electrochemical

Advanced Electronic Materials Processing at North
The research program of the center is focused

are:

fer phen omena. physio logical ecology. and genetic

Director: D. Fennell Evans. Thlephone: 612-625-6828
•

Interfadal Mkrobial Process Engineering at Mon
tana State University

nesota

thin-film

engineering and scientific princi

rector: Daniel I.C. Wang. Telephone: 617-253-2504.

Advucecl Matel'iab Processi ng
•

are:

mechanics and heat transfer, and comprehensi v e model

Emerging Cardiovascular TKhnologies at Duke Uni

develop ment. Center Director: L. Douglas Smoot.

versity and other North Carolina institutions

Telephone: 810-378-4326

The research program of the center is focused on creat
ing the basic knowledge needed to desi gn and produce
a new generation of advanced biomedical systems.
PROCEEDINGS 01' TItE IEEE. VOL. 81. NO.1. JANUARY l'1'll
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Offshore Technology at University of Texas at Austin.
The research program of the center is focused on
developing the fundamental engineering knowledge

critical to the e Kpl oitation of deep ocean resources ,

integrated

with emphasis on deep water petroleum resources.

speed multimedia infonnation movement and manage

The research thrusts are: fluid/structures interactions,
integrity of materials and structural systems, struc
tures/sea floor interact ions. Center Director: Richard
Seymour. Telephone: 409-845-7252

The research program

of

the

center

is

focused

on efficiently integrating storage systems into high
performance

computi ng

environments,

and

high

density magnetic and· magneto-optic disk and tape
recording systems. The research thrusts

are:

storage

and computer systems integration, magnetic recording
technology. magnetic-optic recording technology, and
electronic subsystems. Center Director: Mark: Kryder.
Telephone: 412-2�600.
•

Optoelectronic ComputJng Systems at the Unillersity
of Colorado and Colorado State University.

for high

ment using three underlying core technologies: VLSI.
and broadband applications. Center Director: Anthony
Acampora. Telephone: 212-854-3123. The research of
this center is described in the seventh paper in this

Optoelectronics, Microelectronics, and Telecommuni

Data Storage Systems at Carnegie-Mellon Unillersity

networks

lightwave networks, network management and control

cations
•

telecommunications

•

issue.
Compound Semiconductor Microelectronics at the
University of Illinois, Urbana-ClulInpaign.
The research program of the center is focused on
the development of the engineering science and tech
nology

base

for fabrication of optoelectronic inte

grated circuits and their application in optical intercon
nect systems. The research thrusts

are:

systems design

and analysis. transmitters/waveguides/modulators, op
toelectronic integrated receivers, and supporting tech
nologies. Center Director: Stephen Bishop_ Telephone:

217-333-3097. The research of this center is described

in the eight paper in this issue.

The research program of the center is focused on ex
panding the intellectual foundations of optoelectronic

computing s ystems and devices and demonstrating
their use in proof-of-principle machines. The research
thrusts are: optical connections, digital optical com

puter, optical signal processing, and materials and
devices. Center Director: W. Thomas Cathey. Tele
phone: 30�92-7967. The research of this center is
described in the sixth paper in
•

this

issue.
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